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Just Si t T h e r e
J u s t s i t t h e re r i g h t n ow.
Don’t do a thing.
J u s t re s t .
Fo r y o u r s e p a ra t i o n f ro m G o d
I s t h e h a rd e s t w o r k i n t h i s w o r l d .
L e t m e b r i n g y o u t ra y s o f fo o d
A n d s o m e t h i n g t h a t y o u l i ke t o d r i n k .
Yo u c a n u s e my s o f t w o rd s
As a cushion
Fo r y o u r
Head.
~ Hafiz, Per sian Poet (ca .1320-1389)
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“ L ov e i s A l l t h e re i s .
Yo u l i v e t h a t y o u m a y l e a r n t o l ov e .
Yo u l ov e t h a t y o u m a y l e a r n t o l i v e .
T h e re i s n o o t h e r l e s s o n .
Yo u r S o u l k n ow s t h i s .
Yo u r S o u l i s e m p t y o f a l l e l s e .
H e n c e , y o u r S o u l i s a l wa y s f u l l ,
O f L ov e .”
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FO R E WO R D

“Great book!” the photographer says as he hands my portfolio back to me.
“You’d be perfect for this job. I hope we get a chance to work together.” Smiling,
I thank him, but think, “How many times have I heard that before?”
Out on the street, a man lies in a doorway on a pile of grimy clothes.
Extending his rumpled Dunkin’ Donuts coffee cup to me, he says, “Ma’am, got
any spare change?” I shake my head, fingering the only two quarters in my
pocket, my subway fare, wishing I did have extra money to give. It’s noon, and
I’ve been beating the streets since 10 a.m. With three appointments behind me,
I have four more to go, each one on near opposite sides of the city. I know, as
usual, that I’ll be hoofing my way around Manhattan for hours, trying my
utmost to look not only good, but “perfect.” Today I’m attempting it in suffocating 95 degree heat.
I pat down my frizzling hair as I look at my reflection in a shop window and
then proceed down the street. I imagine I’m in a sauna, paying for this luxury,
as I feel a drop of sweat run down my cheek. I walk further up the block and
spy a church. I feel instantaneous relief as my hand touches the long brass
handles, cool as icicles, and pull open the door.
An instant rush of still, fragranced air greets me and lures me into the darkened sanctum. There I sit in the candle-lit silence, and let out a deep, full sigh.
I go into my own little world, far, far away from the streets of New York. I begin
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envisioning myself the picture of success—to me that means being a globe-trotting, sleek top model, the only thing fat about me being my bank account. I
picture that account as full as my modeling portfolio is of magazine spreads and
covers of me.
About ten minutes later, the clink, clink of some coins in the poor box
snaps me out of my reverie. Standing up, I grab my portfolio, heave my
shoulder bag into position, and once again head out into the street, leaving the
church behind.
Moments later, I pass a construction crew on lunch break.
“Hey honey. How ya doin’? What’cha got there? A modeling portfolio? Can
I see? Got any pictures of those legs?”
I ignore them. Like ants, the construction workers are everywhere, on
nearly every block of the city there’s another steel-raftered hole from which they
emerge in droves. Thankfully I’m about to arrive at my next appointment. I
dodge in the doorway, take the elevator to the top floor, and head for a typical
photographer’s loft that has a job in full swing.
Seated on chairs behind the camera are several ad agency reps and an art
director. Two assistants are setting the lights as the photographer chats with his
studio manager. The models, all in various stages of being prepped and camera
readied, are positioned around a full wall-sized mirror, which is surrounded by
white-hot light bulbs. A makeup artist applies foundation, taken from his
massive case, to the women’s faces, with deft strokes, a la Renoir painting a
portrait. The hairstylist lacquers a chignon. The stylist steam-irons a silk dress.
As I walk towards the photographer, I pass a buffet table, which runs nearly
the entire length of the studio. It has been cursorily picked over. Involuntarily,
my mouth waters like one of Pavlov’s dogs. The photographer notices me and
he tramples through the ordered confusion to extend a warm smile and then his
hand for my book. We exchange small talk as he thumbs through it appreciatively. As he closes the book, I hear for the fourth time that day, “You’re great.
I’d love to work with you.”
I smile, murmur my thanks, and while walking out I find myself tempted
to grab a roll as I pass by the lunch spread. But I refrain, knowing next week I
could be here again—hopefully getting paid to smile in front of the camera. So
in anticipation of a someday, once again I starve myself today…
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Pictures of me in my modeling daze...
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That’s a snapshot from my glamorous life as a fashion model. A girl-nextdoor type, I was particularly well-known for being able to sell anything that
normally would never make it past my big, white-toothed smile, and into my
stomach, such as savory snacks and sweet indulgences. I held McDonald’s
burgers and fries, various supermarket whipped-cream-laden bakery goods,
synthetically contrived breakfast cereals, and even the biggest no-no of all—
cigarettes!
Why? Well, I can’t say I didn’t know any better than to be such a vital cog
in the “do what the beautiful people do” driven wheel of consumption—I did.
In fact, I made it my daily practice not to get sucked into this consumption
myself as I put on my high-heels to wade each day in the muck of commercial
advertising. Maybe I can chalk it up to selfishness—the money was so good—
or the need for excitement—I never knew where I’d be from one day to the
next. Fame and fortune lingered just around each and every corner. Or maybe
I had just bought into the fast-held American Dreamer’s belief that somewhere
out there I could find something fulfilling if I just tried it all.
I didn’t find it. That is, not until somewhat by default, after so many years
of taking refuge in churches and metaphysical bookstores between go-sees and
auditions, I finally found my Soul and realized “it” never was out there. IT is in
here. This is the same for each and every one of us, whether we are the person
acting in the commercials or the one sitting in an Easy Boy watching them. You
will never know satisfaction until you go deep—past all superficiality, trends
and material-driven hungers—to something infinitely more pleasurable… to
the unveiling of your Soul.
I’ve written this book so that you can devour something that is not filled
with empty calories, but with juicy, golden nuggets of wisdom and truth. Take
your time to savor each and every page, put what resonates with you to good
use, and then pass on the pleasure you’ve found from it to others.
In Soul Territory, the only way to keep something that you truly love is to
give it away.
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“ E a t w i t h l ov e
w h a t ’s g row n w i t h l ov e ,
p re p a re d w i t h l ov e ,
a n d s e r v e d w i t h l ov e .”
Basic Pr inciple of S o u l - F u l l E a t i n g
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“ I fi n d i t i s e a s y
to give a plate of rice to a hungr y person,
to furnish a bed to a person who has no bed,
b u t t o c o n s o l e o r t o re m ov e
t h e b i t t e r n e s s o f a n ge r a n d l o n e l i n e s s
t h a t c o m e s f ro m b e i n g S p i r i t u a l l y d e p r i v e d ,
t h a t t a ke s a l o n g t i m e .”
~Mother Theresa of Calcutta
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INTRO D U CT I O N

“ I h a d b e e n fe e d i n g my b o d y ’s h u n ge r fo r a p p rov a l
b u t n o t fe e d i n g my S o u l … ”

I grew up in a typical middle-class American household, eating some variation
of meat and potatoes almost every night for dinner. When I was in high school,
my brother Michael brought home some very basic health food. It was nothing
too avant-garde, just something like honey, granola bars, fresh ground
nutbutter and whole-wheat bread. Even so, my mother quickly banished it to
the back corner of the pantry, far away from our “normal” food, which was
more of the Kraft Macaroni and Cheese, Wise Potato Chips, and Jif Peanut
Butter variety. After leaving home for college, I progressed to supping on
dining-hall food—need I say more!—and then eating in a similar manner as I
had at home when I moved off campus into a rented house where I lived with
several roommates.
But, little by little, I began to be exposed to whole foods during my first two
years in college. Then, during my junior year, my brother and I visited some
cousins who lived in Hawaii. For nearly a month, we camped on the beach and
COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL
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“What I
emphasize is for
people to make
choices based not
on fear, but on
what really gives
them a sense of
fulfillment.”
~ Pauline Rose
Chance
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ate food picked directly from vines and trees, or purchased at a nearby
health-food store. At the store, I was introduced to Paavo Airola’s classic
book, How to Get Well, which gave me a glimmer of understanding about
the relationship between diet and health.
It was also at about this time that Ralph Nader came to speak at my
college. In vivid detail, he exposed the makings and ingredients of hot dogs.
After this, my stomach did flips at just the thought of consuming one. I was
an Animal Science major and the visit from Nader—on top of a school fieldtrip to a slaughterhouse, plus the experience of one too many
dissections—had me making a firm vow to give up eating meat for life.
By the time I began modeling in New York City after college, I was a
full-fledged vegetarian and well aware of the benefits of a healthy diet. My
imperative to keep in shape guided me towards attaining a virtual Masters
Degree in nutrition and holistic health. If anything was written about food,
nutrition or health, I devoured it.
Yet, now, instead of having a nutritious meal for the pure enjoyment of
it, eating became more of an obsession, an experience that was almost
always tinged with guilt. I had to keep that perfect figure in order to be
marketable, or worth anything in anyone’s eyes. Although eating well was
a wonderful focus, my motivation was completely outside of myself.
It wasn’t until years later that I realized I had been feeding my body’s
hunger for approval but not feeding my Soul, and that my struggle with
food was largely because I was living a surface existence and expecting it to
somehow feel deeply fulfilling—an irreconcilable difference. Little did I
know how vital it would be for me to make this connection.
Even though I was basically unconscious about the Spiritual
symbolism behind eating and food back in my modeling days, I was aware
of some things. Like most people, I knew that food—like air and water—is
vital to support life and serves a primary physiological human need. But
later on I learned the key to mastering an effortless, healthy relationship
with food (or anything else for that matter). I saw that the most important
connection for us all to make is with the Spiritually nutritive quality of life,
which is every bit as important as the physiological—if not more so. I saw
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that carrying out typically mundane actions, such as eating, with a Soul-Full,
sacred intention is liberating, and it allowed me to realize, “I am not just a body!
I am an Eternal Being.” Ingesting food with this perspective fills us with Spirit,
tapping a wider, higher, deeper experience which makes eating supremely satisfying. In other words, it is not only what we eat that’s important, but also how, and
with what perspective, we eat it.
This book is aimed at giving clear, concise information about a way of
eating that will best foster your own Soul-Full connection. First “digest” it,
then adjust the approach considering your own lifestyle, habits, likes and
dislikes. You alone can determine how to put the book’s suggestions into practice for your optimum benefit. Only you know the path that is right for you.
And I will stress this. You do know! No one else does. By being in touch with your
Soul, by truly being aware, you can know yourself and how best to proceed.
One more thing… above all else recommended in these pages… love yourself.
If you begin to notice where Self-love is present—or not—in the entire
process of eating, then the changes will come quite naturally. Soon you’ll begin
to become realigned with your Soul’s internally set guidelines for peace and
perfection. You will become that which is love. Then you will automatically
begin to resonate with, and eat, only that which is healthy and whole.
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C H A P T E R

O N E

Soul Food
Nourishing Yourself from the Inside Out

“ E a t i n g w e l l b e c o m e s a n o t h e r wa y t h a t w e d e m o n s t ra t e
s e l f - l ov e , a g re a t e r c o n n e c t i o n t o o u r S o u l .”

ONE FUNDAMENTAL MISPERCEPTION that taints our world also forms the
basis of most every diet that’s ever been conceived—that we are only our bodies.
As we now know, a human being is so much more than just a physical form.
We are also Souls having what is meant to be the delightfully blessed experience of wearing a body for a time.
If we look at ourselves in this way, an entirely new world of perception
opens up to us, including the way that we view diet. We realize that pleasure
comes from being in sync with what resonates in our Souls, not necessarily
from doing what we think gratifies our physical bodies. From this perspective, eating well—“dieting” if you will—becomes only one part of a greater
connection to our true Selves. It becomes another way for us to nourish our
connection with who we truly are, a way in which we demonstrate Self-Love.
So many diets don’t work because they only acknowledge the most superficial aspects of us. For instance, look at the issue of maintaining an ideal
COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL
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“We are new
every day.”
~ Irene Claremont
De Castillego
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weight. Our bodies gain excess weight because they are ideal indicators of
our environment—both internal and external. Whatever is hidden internally cannot stay hidden for long—it will be projected outward from within
us. In other words, the thoughts we think affect us physically. Excess
weight is our heavy, un-happy thoughts about ourselves, or our uneasy
lives, projected outward. Its presence is just a signal that we are out of
connection with ourselves, or out of sync with life the way it was meant to
be lived. The primary way to maintain an ideal weight is by honoring your
Self and getting in sync with your Soul. Fall in love with your life and see
what happens next!

THE IDE A BE H IND S OUL - F U L L E AT IN G
If we honor and connect to our Soul-Self, we can take an entirely
different approach to diet—one with no deprivation. We can eat anything we
want, any time we want, as long as it is indeed furthering our connection
to our Divinity. That’s the catch. Which foods actually compliment our
Divinity and advance our connection to our Souls and which do not? That
answer is simple… The most nourishing food is that which is consciously
grown, lovingly selected and prepared, and mindfully eaten.
•

CONSCIOUSLY GROWN refers to food produced in
harmony with the greater environment—the greater Soul
found in all of creation. When food is grown in this way,
with a deeper connection and reverence for nature, it intrinsically connects us to “the bigger picture.” To me, being
conscious means acting in a way that demonstrates that you
fully understand all of the consequences of your actions.
You are aware that the way you talk, act, think and carry out
your daily affairs affects yourself and others. So, when we
eat food grown consciously, we more easily feel ourselves to
be an intimate part of the circle of life. Consciously grown
foods include those that are grown without artificial
COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL
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substances such as hormones, chemicals, pesticides and the use
of genetic engineering. Without such false interferences, these
foods maximize the benefits of sunlight, thus allowing us to
receive the greatest energy exchange possible. They contain vital
earth-energy and this is transferred to us.
•

LOVINGLY SELECTED FOODS are those we choose that
compliment our own unique, individual needs, as well as the
foods that we know we will savor, such as those that are fresh
and locally grown. Choosing to eat only foods that we truly
love and are attracted to with all of our five senses automatically eliminates foods that we tend to eat on the run or just to
fill our stomachs. Eating foods we take care to select fosters a
greater sense of Self-recognition and Self-reverence.

•

CAREFULLY PREPARED FOODS are made in ways that release
their vitality. These dishes can be simple or elegant, but they are
created and served in a manner that magnifies the food’s nutritional value—in an environment that feels balanced, nurturing
and healthful—i.e.: full of love! Those qualities are then
imbued energetically into the food.

•

CONSUMING FOOD MINDFULLY means eating with awareness and gratitude for all the effort and positive energy that has
been focused in order to provide the bounty about to be
enjoyed. Paying attention to not only what is on our plate—but
how it got there and also how we eat it—is a powerful way to
practice the art of true presence.

WHY “ SI MP L E ” C A N BE D IFFICULT
E a t w i t h l o v e o n l y t h a t w h i c h h a s b e e n g ro w n , p re p a re d a n d
s e r v e d w i t h l o v e . It sounds simple. Well, the truth is always simple, but
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then we humans add the complications. And it seems that we are expert at
complicating our world. Particularly in recent years, many of our “advances”
have brought us far from recognition of the perfect balance, simplicity and
innate order in ourselves and in all things. The development and proliferation
of chemical additives and preservatives, processed and fast food have affected us
in numerous ways—and not for the better. Industrial methods take the life out
of food and then manufacturers add synthetic “flavor” and “zest” back into it.
Sadly, our once vital, Light-filled, natural food-supply is now upstaged by the
vast supply of altered, highly processed foods.
Because of this, maintaining a balanced, loving relationship with food has
become difficult. We have gotten so far from the original path of simplicity that
we now need guidance to carry out one of our most natural functions—eating.
But eating food isn’t meant to be an obstacle to surmount, a chore, or a situation of fear; it’s meant to be an enjoyable part of life. It should also be the most
natural and innate part of existence. The reason it is not, for so many, is that
we have learned to dishonor life, and in turn the feelings of our bodies, the
vehicles of our Souls. This, however, is learned behavior.
Think back to a day many years ago when you sat in an elementary school
classroom, knowing that you had to go to the bathroom but instead opted to
wait until “the proper time.” Our “civilized” societies have institutionalized
life, have made us conform even our most basic needs into what “fits” in. It has
been physically ingrained in us that our own individual comfort levels can be
taught to us, appropriately met, and even dictated to us, from sources outside
of ourselves. That’s why it seems nearly impossible these days to rely on
ourselves to make choices that easily promote contentment and well-being.
The only way to get back to an effortless, joyful experience with food is to
deliberately make the act of eating sacred, entirely personal, and honoring of
one’s deepest needs.
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SOMETHING TO CHEW ON
Spend five minutes meditating on or writing about the following questions. When you were young, were you given praise for finishing every last
bite on your plate? Were you ever coerced into eating even after you felt full
by being told about the starving children in other parts of the world or
about how others suffered and sacrificed to provide you with your meal? If
so, then it’s likely that guilt has been coloring your world when it comes to
eating—guilt for not eating enough, or guilt for eating too much. We are all
born with an internal comfort-seeking mechanism—the Soul—The “Voice”
of sanity. However, for many of us, it’s been layered over, smothered and
silenced by the guilt inherent in our fear-based conditioning.
SOUL-FULL EXERCISE #1
Just for one day, do only what you genuinely love to do. Can you do
that? Lucky you, if you don’t have to put a hold on everything and
completely rearrange your entire life to do this. That means you are already
being True to your Soul!
But if you do have to do a bit of finagling of time and space in order to
allow your authentic-self to emerge, that’s still fine. Why? Because now you
can see that you really do deserve to love yourself more. Once you do this
once, there may be no turning back!
Eating what you really don’t love, without love, is just one small
symptom of a greater picture of denying your brilliance and self-worth.
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“True
contentment
is the power of
getting out of
any situation all
that there is in it.
It is arduous and
it is rare.”
~ G.K. Chesterton
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Also Available from Axiom Audio Productions
by Maureen Whitehouse
• Miracle Manifesting, 2 CD Set, 90 minutes, $17.00
• How to Be in Love All of the Time, 2 CD Set. 90 minutes, $17.00
• The Soul at Work, 4 CD Set (includes meditation CD), approx. 120 minutes, $37.00
• The Path of the Soul, 4 CD Set , approx. 180 minutes, $37.00
• Conscious Couples, 4 CD Set, approx. 180 minutes, $37.00
• Conscious Parenting, 4 CD Set, approx. 180 minutes, $37.00

Order online at www.experienceaxiom.com or call 1-800-611-6165.

Email Mini Courses
• The E3 Transformational Triad, 90 day Email Mini-Course, $87.00
• 30 Days to Miracle Mindedness, $37.00
• 30 Days to Miracle Matrixing, $37.00
• 30 Days to Miracle Mastery, $37.00
• The Soul at Work, 27 Day Email Mini-Course, $37.00

Exclusively available online at www.experienceaxiom.com.

Soul-Full Supplements
Proprietary blends
• Green Food Formula
• Vegetarian Enzymes
• Probiotics
• Plant Minerals

Exclusively available online at www.soul-fulleating.com.
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“ W h e rev e r y o u go ,
go w i t h a l l o f y o u r h e a r t ( a n d S o u l ) .”
~ Confucius (and Maureen)
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